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The MG ( SSK & HWK) accompanied with Mr. Latif Hasan, MNAC left Gilgit at 1400 hours by jeep and was 
met by SOU (Hunza) at Ganesh at 1600 hours and by about 100 members of the VO including Presidents 
Darwesh and Altaf Hussain at Ganesh Kalan and Central. The MG had visited the village in August 1983. The 
100 households had formed two organizations and had collected a savings of Rs.1,000 since then. On a 
query from SSK regarding the lack of interest of savings, the office bearers attributed it to the lack of interest 
AKRSP has shown after the MG's first visit. They assured the MG of increased savings and complete 
fulfillment of the terms of partnership. A discussion ensured regarding the priority PPI for the village. The 
members took the stance that an irrigation channel along with protective bunds were part of the same project 
and inseparable. However, after discussions, it was quite clear that these were separate PPIs and the VO 
was trying to get two PPIs sanctioned for their village. Having clarified the position and the policy of AKRSP, 
the members gave priority to the channel over the protective bunds. The cost estimates of the project 
prepared in consultation with the selected members of the organization comprising the following components, 
was explained by HWK to the assembled members: 
 
- Cost of explosives   45,644 
- Cost of implements    8,148 
- Transportation of material   1,350 
- Angle iron     6,500 
- Cost of cement    13,440 
- Ms rods      9,750 
- Jumpers    15,000 
- Drilling of holes     4,800 
- Labour charges    65,200 
 
 Total:       169,832 
 
The terms of partnership as detailed in the written documents were explained, agreed to and signed by all the 
members present. Thereupon one fourth of the total cost was handed over to Mr. Darwesh as desired by the 
members present. 
 
SSK had a brief meeting with the German Researcher Mr. Hermann Kreutzmann who is residing in 
Karimabad and who desired to meet SSK. He expressed a wish to pay a visit to Gilgit office to which SSK 
readily agreed. The MG reached Gulmit around 1800 hours and stayed for the night at Morcopolo Inn. 
 
October 15, 1984 
 
The MG left Gulmit at 0730 hours and was received at Zakirabad (Misgar Bala) at 0900 hours by SOU Hunza 
(SMS, SG & MI). Over 60 members of the VO had assembled out of 98 members (including 26 women 
members) representing 41 households. SMS briefly explained the strategy of AKRSP and the concept of 
village planning and the recalled the MG's first visit to the village on 5.6.1983. This village is the last village in 
Pakistan facing Mintaka Pass and the Wakhan corridor and is situated at an elevation of 10,500 feet. In the 
absence of the Manager, Fida Ali (Manager of the Misgar Paeen VO), explained the details of the VO and 
their accumulated savings of Rs.13,000 in monthly meetings. The PPI originally identified by the organization 
was considered not feasible by the engineering section hence they had identified construction of an irrigation 
channel to irrigate Bidadas comprising 2,500 kanals of undeveloped area. The Das was the joint property of 
110 households and thus the people of Zakirabad were likely to increase their holding by 20 kanals each. 
 
The terms of partnership comprising 26 conditions were read out and explained in local Brushishki by Fida Ali 



and fully accepted by the members present. SMS should get a Brushishki rendering of the terms of 
partnership done by Fida Ali for distribution and circulation amongst Brushishki speaking VOs. 
 
The details of the project were explained by HWK. The channel is 13,000 feet in length and 4'x'3'x2' in 
dimensions. SSK offered the following monetary assistance from AKRSP to the VO to undertake the project: 
 
- Cost of explosives    31,000 
- Cost of labour and   
 implements    100,000 
 
 Total:     131,000 
 
On acceptance of the offer, as desired by the members present, one fourth of the amount of the total cost was 
handed over to the President of the VO. 
 
SMS should ensure that the VOs maintain a separate project account in the bank and not mix it up with the 
existing savings accounts of the VOs. 
 
Next the MG reached Shishkat at 1300 hours accompanied with Raja Bahadar Khan, Member District 
Council. At Shishkat members of the VOs Shishkat Central and Ainabad were present. The terms of 
partnership were explained in the local language.Shishkat Central had accumulated Rs.10,000 as savings 
since 15.7.83 and has 127 members. Ainabad had accumulated Rs.2,500 as savings with 27 members since 
13.4.84. 
 
HWK explained the cost estimates and the link road (pony track), PPI project identified by Ainabad VO. 
 
On acceptance of the offer, the amount of Rs.20,731 was given to the Manager as desired by the members 
present. 
 
The PPI identified by Shishkat Central comprising irrigation channel of which the details given by HWK were 
as follows: 
 
- Length 5,200'  Dimension 4'x4'x3'   Slope 1'x300' 
- Cost of explosives   25,784 
- Implements     5,813 
- Labour charges    54,964 
 
 Total:     86,561 
 
Some of the members disputed the cost estimates. SSK explained that under the AKRSP strategy the VO 
received a grant on the best possible estimates prepared by the technical staff and there is no scope for 
changes in the estimates either at this stage or at a later stage. The offer has been made. it is now upto the 
VO to accept it or reject it. There is no coercion involved. Ultimately the members agreed to accept one fourth 
of the amount and decided to discuss the issue at length in their meetings and in case they found the offer 
unacceptable on the basis of this examination and discussion, the matter would be referred back to AKRSP. 
SSK explained to them that the grant was based on a just and reasonable assessment of the requirements 
and there was little change of any increase in it. The President of the GO Ghulam Ali and the Manager 
Ghulam Qadir accepted the cheque on behalf of the members, handed over to them by Raja Bahadar Khan. 
 
Next the MG stopped at Giram (Ganesh) where 42 of the 69 members along with their Vice President Fida Ali 
and Secretary Shafa greeted the MG. The President Suleman had gone on some urgent business. The 
organisation was formed on 30.3.1984 as a sequel to visit of the MG in the second half of 1983. This is a 
mixed village with Shias and Ismailis as its inhabitants had been a scene of sectarian tension in 1982. 
 
On the acceptance of the terms of partnership which was explained to them in the local language and the 
documents signed by all the members present, SG explained the details of the PPI comprising an irrigation 
reservoir. 
 
- Dimension of the reservoir: 80'x30'x15' with a capacity of 
 144,000 gallons. 
 
- Labour charges   32,540 



- Cost of 405 bags cement 38,976 
- Transportation of 
 materials i.e. stone  26,000 
- Cost of explosives     405 
- Cost of implements     631 
 
 Total:    98,552 
 
The members informed the MG that the construction of the reservoir would augment supply of irrigation water 
during the months of March to June and September to November. The organisation which already had 
accumulated savings of Rs.4,000, promised to increase it manifold. SMS was asked to ensure maintenance 
of separate accounts for the project funds from the savings account. A cheque of Rs.24,638 representing 
1/4th of the total estimated cost, was handed over to Shafa, Secretary of the organisation as desired by 
members present. 
 
Next the MG stopped at Garelth (Ganesh) where it was welcomed by the office bearers President Gari Khan 
and Manager Jane Alam and about 50 to 75 members. This village was also the scene of sectarian tension 
previously. The organisation had accumulated Rs.3,700 as their savings. They fully subscribed to the terms of 
partnership which were fully accepted and signed by all the members present. The SG explained the details 
of the PPI as follows: 
 
- Dimension of the reservoir: 100'x35'x15' 
 
- Cost of labour   34,050 
- Cost of explosives   3,744 
- Cost of cement   34,726 
- Tools and equipment   1,209 
- Transportation of 
 stones/sand etc.    8,580 
 
- Total:    82,309 
 
1/4th of the amount was handed over to the President of the organization Gari Khan as desired by the 
members present although Gari Khan wanted the cheque to be handed to the Manager Jane Alam. However, 
it was explained in the eyes of AKRSP all the members were responsible and accordingly the cheque was 
made in the name of the VO. The members were free to nominate as many people as they felt necessary to 
operate in accounts. The members nominated both the President and the Manager to operate the accounts. 
SMS should ensure maintenance of separate accounts for savings and the project funds. 
 
The MG returned Gilgit by 1800 hours. 


